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The book of Genesis tells us that God made a covenant with Abraham, promising him a glorious
posterity on the condition that he and all his male descendents must be circumcised. For
thousands of years thereafter, the distinctive practice of circumcision served to set the Jews
apart from their neighbors. The apostle Paul rejected it as a worthless practice, emblematic of
Judaism's fixation on physical matters. Christian theologians followed his lead, arguing that
whereas Christians sought spiritual fulfillment, Jews remained mired in such pointless concerns
as diet and circumcision. As time went on, Europeans developed folklore about malicious Jews
who performed sacrificial murders of Christian children and delighted in genital mutilation. But
Jews held unwaveringly to the belief that being a Jewish male meant being physically
circumcised and to this day even most non-observant Jews continue to follow this practice. In
this book, Leonard B. Glick offers a history of Jewish and Christian beliefs about circumcision
from its ancient origins to the current controversy. By the turn of the century, more and more
physicians in America and England--but not, interestingly, in continental Europe--were
performing the procedure routinely. Glick shows that Jewish American physicians were and
continue to be especially vocal and influential champions of the practice which, he notes, serves
to erase the visible difference between Jewish and gentile males. Informed medical opinion is
now unanimous that circumcision confers no benefit and the practice has declined. In Jewish
circles it is virtually taboo to question circumcision, but Glick does not flinch from asking whether
this procedure should continue to be the defining feature of modern Jewish identity.
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Ellie, “Circumcision Then and Now. A touché subject ... but one that I am always interested in
since my nursing career had a short stint in this area. It was to be expected that all boys had this
done at birth but then again, not all boys received it if the parents did not want it done. In the
Bible, it was done among the Jewish people under the Covenant (OT) between them and their
God, as an agreement before their Messiah (NT) would come. Circumcision continues as a rite
of the Jewish people and even other peoples do it for 'health' reasons. Many studies have
followed this over the years.  Interesting read”

Richard Stampfle, “An uncut discussion of an ancient practice. Dr. Glick gives us the Midrash
explanations for circumcision, which has ancient rabbis so fascinated by the hebrew letter Yod,
the last of three Hebrew letters in Shaddai that they imagined it as the representation of the
exposed glans of God! This somehow lets the appointed angel in the Garden of Eden know that
a circumcised person is under devine protection. This is one of the stranger reasons for assuring
the amputation of part of each male child.This an excellent book that presents arguments on all
sides of the circumcision question very well.His explanation of the resurgence of the practice in
modern America is stunning.This is a well researched book that poses some very interesting
ethical questions. Not the least of which is: do parents have the right to make this kind of
decision for a child?”

Ebook Library Reader, “Philosophically consistent with gentle parenting techniques. While
Glick's exposition of the historical aspects of genital mutilation of infant boys is fascinating, what
I like best about the book is his gentle, moving entreaties that parents treat their children with
kindness.”

Christopher Miller, “Perfect for any parents deliberating the subject of circumcision. This is
excelent book which offers a current scholarly review of the history of circumcision thru the
ages. Any parent considering an elective surgery for newborn just hours to days after birth must
first read this.”

Frank McGinness, “Every historic fact must be in this book, Marked in Your Flesh: Circumcision
from Ancient Judea to Modern America. Truly an all encompassing fact filled history book on
Jewish circumcision from its beginning to present day. Never boring as circumcision changes in
form, function, and meaning constantly. This book gives meaning and logic throughout. Fully
referenced.”

J. B., “Five Stars. An exhaustive history. Interesting and worth reading.”

The One True Karen, “Factual information. Very comprehensive review of circumcision with



emphasis on the Jewish origin. Everyone with any intention on circumcising their child should
read this.”

Tyler, “Five Stars. Wish more people would read this book. Might change their perspective and
stop doing it.”

The book by Leonard B. Glick has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 22 people have provided feedback.
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